
Take care of your business and yourself



How is your business 
going?

✓ Complex sales tracking software 

✓ Many productivity apps 

✓ Keeping track of sales is broken



And what about you?

✓ Overwhelmed by customers 

✓ Stuck in non strategic tasks 

✓ Spread info and notes



Flexible.

Your unique personal assistant that supports and follows your business life.

Mobile. Personal.



Anne 
Sales Professional

Anne loves her job as salesman.   
During the week she often travels using her smartphone to take 
note of her prospects’ appointments and calls.  
She is an ambitious person and one of the most talented in her 
office department.  
Do you wonder if she is stressed? 
No more since she has discovered Sellf that manage her task and 
show very clearly the reached goals.
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Mark 
Adv Photographer

As a professional photographer, Mark has to manage 
many scheduled shooting and unforeseen projects opportunities.  
He is always looking for new collaborations and Sellf helps him   
grab new ideas and potential clients during a VIP party or a simply 
dinner with friends.    
Furthermore, he needs to keep an eye on his monthly goal budget  
to collect the sum of money for a dream: bring his wife and little 
child in Japan on vacation in summer holiday.
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Since he was a boy, Antony has had what it takes to be an 
entrepreneur. 
Now Antony is 30 and manages a small team around a project 
that aims at delivering and installing solar panel systems in less 
than 24 hours.  
With Sellf he keeps in contact with his staff and technicians 
analyzing at the same time the company’s performance.
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PERFORMANCE

Are you on track?

Well-done! Your business performances in an 
unique glimpse. 
A good performances indicator is like a pat on 
the back: it gives you the right motivation to 
improve your business.  
Sellf does that: it measures and analyses each 
step of your projects.



OPPORTUNITY

Your business at a glance

Opportunities are all around, grab and grow 
them. Sellf allows you to catch, manage and 
grow every single business opportunity in a 
simple way using your smartphone.



CALENDAR - TODO

Smart agenda

The perfect personal assistant that follows 
your business pace. 
From the very first meeting until the deal 
closing, Sellf manages each of your projects 
reminding your to dos, follow up and relevant 
notes exactly before that important meeting 
or when a new opportunity pops up.



CONTACTS

Your leads in your hand

All you need to run successfully your business 
is just in your hand. 
Forget complex softwares, flat to-do lists or 
tons of spreadsheets and relax! 
Sellf collects and organizes in smart cards all 
your clients data, the progress of each deal 
and suggests you next strategic step.



Single user 
5 oppourtunities

FREE

Unlimited Opportunities, 
Team management 
Integrations (DropBox, Evernote,.)

3.99$
USER/MONTH

Business Model



APP Store Reviews



Your best business partner has arrived 
and wants to meet you.


